Subtraction
Additional Problems
Comparison
When you have finished working all of the problems,
your teacher will show you the correct answers.

1.)

Calvin has eight rabbits and Carla has three rabbits. How many
more rabbits does Calvin have than Carla?

2.)

Akim is ten years old and his sister is four years old. How much
older than his sister is Akim?

3.)

Arthur and Billy both save baseball cards. If Arthur has seven
baseball cards and Billy has ten baseball cards. How many fewer
baseball cards does Arthur have than Billy?

4.)

Manuel and Juan are collecting money to help the needy. If
Manuel raised three dollars and Juan raised seven dollars, how
much more money did Juan raise than Manuel?

5.)

Danny and Jill each planted a tree last year. If Danny’s tree is
now eight feet tall and Jill’s tree is four feet tall. how much
shorter is Jill’s tree?

1.)

Calvin has eight rabbits and Carla has three rabbits. How many
more rabbits does Calvin have than Carla?

8-3=5

Calvin has five more rabbits than Carla.
2.)

Akim is ten years old and his sister is four years old. How much
older than his sister is Akim?

10 - 4 = 6

Akim is six years older than his sister.
3.)

Arthur and Billy both save baseball cards. If Arthur has seven
baseball cards and Billy has ten baseball cards. How many fewer
baseball cards does Arthur have than Billy?

10 - 7 = 3
Arthur has three fewer cards than Billy.

4.)

Manuel and Juan are collecting money to help the needy. If
Manuel raised three dollars and Juan raised seven dollars, how
much more money did Juan raise than Manuel?

7-3=4
Juan raised four more dollars than Manuel.
5.)

Danny and Jill each planted a tree last year. If Danny’s tree is
now eight feet tall and Jill’s tree is four feet tall. how much
shorter is Jill’s tree?

8-4=4
Jill’s tree is four feet shorter than Danny’s tree.

